
Why the INDUCTION Class?



Let’s be CLEAR and think Business! 
The OIL CLASS promotes the KIT and enables you expand
your team whilst providing huge value to the prospect!

The INDUCTION CLASS promotes DAILY WELLNESS
ROUTINES and SETTING UP their LRP which creates your
residual income whilst providing huge value to the
prospect!

*We BOOK a new member into one of the 2 classes at the time of registering them
into doTERRA, AND you agree to do the 15 minute session with them ASAP - KEY
CRITICAL



It Provides a Very 
Clear NEXT STEP to 

a NEW Person
who NEEDS 
DIRECTION!  

Let’s check out the HUGE VALUE…



Some KEY Messages…



Your Price: £72.00
PV: 71

£2.40 per day to support
Optimal Health
*Costa Coffee medium latte is £2.45! 



According to research, ordering take-aways cost the
average Brit £1,000 per year, which works out at
around £80 per month! - Lifelong Vitality Pack £72.00!











Setting up their LRP 
ESSENTIAL to follow through with this CONFIDENTLY!



Clear Thought makes clear speech! 

What were your stand out takeaways? What resonated or what they missed!!   

What were your thoughts on the daily wellness routine? 

What did you think about the ‘Shop Where You Shop’ ? 

You were asked to think about your TOP 3 Priorities, have you Identified 
these?

Let’s show you around the back office… YOU LOG INTO THEIRS and share 
your screen! 

Tips Following on from the Induction Class: Questions are the Answers! 



Let me show you how to set up your Loyalty Reward Program so
you can start enjoying the benefits of increased discounts! YOU
START SETTING IT UP

Remember this… all the KEY INFO ON THE CLASS, the questions
you’ve asked, their replies… It’s entirely necessary for them to
want and need to set up their LRP

I also ask, are their any other Health Issues in the family that
they need help with? ( to see if we have some other products we
can add to their LRP)



Are there any Specific Products you want? What about the
Lifelong Vitality Pack?  

Let them know this order is for NEXT Month – Show them how
to EDIT it.. Take things off - add things on – change the date so
that it suits them so that they are 100% IN CONTROL
and fully confident.

When you finish the session their LRP should be set up!

You will get more confident with it the more times you do it!
and the more times you do it the more your business is growing!


